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QUESTION 1

Donna Haraway\\'s Primate Visions is the most ambitious book on the history of science yet written from a feminist
perspective, embracing not only the scientific construction of gender but also the interplay of race, class, and colonial
and postcolonial culture with the "Western" construction of the very concept of nature itself. Primatology is a particularly
apt vehicle for such themes because primates seem so much like ourselves that they provide ready material for
scientists\\' conscious and unconscious projections of their beliefs about nature and culture. 

Haraway\\'s most radical departure is to challenge the traditional disjunction between the active knower
(scientist/historian) and the passive object (nature/history). In Haraway\\'s view, the desire to understand nature,
whether in order to tame it or to preserve it as a place of wild innocence, is based on a troublingly masculinist and
colonialist view of nature as an entity distinct from us and subject to our control. She argues that it is a view that is no
longer politically, ecologically, or even scientifically viable. She proposes an approach that not only recognizes diverse
human actors (scientists, government officials, laborers, science fiction writers) as contributing to our knowledge of
nature, but that also recognizes the creatures usually subsumed under nature (such as primates) as active participants
in creating that knowledge as well. Finally, she insists that the perspectives afforded by these different agents cannot be
reduced to a single, coherent reality ?there are necessarily only multiple, interlinked, partial realities. 

This iconoclastic view is reflected in Haraway\\'s unorthodox writing style. Haraway does not weave the many different
elements of her work into one unified, overarching Story of Primatology; they remain distinct voices that will not
succumb to a master narrative. This fragmented approach to historiography is familiar enough in historiographical
theorizing but has rarely been put into practice by historians of science. It presents a complex alternative to traditional
history, whether strictly narrative or narrative with emphasis on a causal argument. Haraway is equally innovative in the
way she incorporates broad cultural issues into her analysis. Despite decades of rhetoric from historians of science
about the need to unite issues deemed "internal" to science (scientific theory and practice) and those considered
"external" to it (social issues, structures, and beliefs), that dichotomy has proven difficult to set aside. Haraway simply
ignores it. The many readers in whom this separation is deeply ingrained may find her discussions of such popular
sources as science fiction, movies, and television distracting, and her statements concerning such issues as nuclear
war bewildering and digressive. To accept her approach one must shed a great many assumptions about what properly
belongs to the study of science. 

The "iconoclastic view" mentioned in line 32 refers to which one of the following? 

A. the assertion that there is no way to construct a unified and comprehensive reality out of the different fragments that
contribute to the construction of scientific knowledge 

B. the advocacy of the incorporation of many different sources, both literary and scholarly, into the construction of a
unified and overarching Story of Primatology 

C. the argument that the traditional scientific disjunction between active knower and passive object has had troubling
political and ecological repercussions 

D. the thesis that the projection of scientists\\' beliefs about nature and culture onto the study of primates has burdened
primatology with masculinist and colonialist preconceptions 

E. the contention that scientists have not succeeded in breaking out of the confines of either traditional narrative history
or history organized around a causal argument 

Correct Answer: A 

It\\'s not just "iconoclastic view"; the begins "This iconoclastic view." That pronoun must send us to the previous
sentence: One cannot boil down all of nature to a single reality; one has to admit "multiple, partial realities." 
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QUESTION 2

A music store carries exactly ten types of CDs -- both new and used of each of jazz, opera, pop, rap, and 

soul. The store is having a sale on some of these types of CDs. The following conditions must apply: 

Used pop is on sale; new opera is not. 

If both types of pop are on sale, then all soul is. 

If both types of jazz are on sale, then no rap is. 

If neither type of jazz is on sale, then new pop is. 

If either type of rap is on sale, then no soul is. 

If new soul is not on sale, then which one of the following must be true? 

A. New rap is not on sale. 

B. New rap is on sale. 

C. Used opera is not on sale. 

D. At least one type of jazz is not on sale. 

E. At least one type of pop is not on sale. 

Correct Answer: E 

At least one new fact "must be true" based on the hypothetical that new soul is not on sale. This new "if" warrants a new
little sketch in which S is crossed out along with the always-circled p and always-crossedout O. Scan your "if \\'s." The
moment we have crossed out either S or s (Rule 2\\'s contrapositive), we must cross out P. Son of a gun: E. is correct. 

 

QUESTION 3

This morning, a bakery makes exactly one delivery, consisting of exactly six loaves of bread. Each of the loaves is
exactly one of three kinds: oatmeal, rye, or wheat, and each is either sliced or unsliced. The loaves that the bakery
delivers this morning must be consistent with the following: 

Which one of the following statements must be true? 

A. At least one of the loaves is rye. 

B. At least one of the loaves is wheat. 

C. At least one of the loaves is sliced. 

D. No more than four oatmeal loaves are sliced. 

E. No more than four wheat loaves are sliced. 

Correct Answer: D 

This is another one that must be checked choice by choice, but you can (and should!) do so strategically. The best
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place to start is with the correct choice for Acceptability question 1: There we saw that we could have all unsliced
loaves, and no wheat loaves, which proves that neither option [At least one of the loaves is wheat.] nor option [At least
one of the loaves is sliced.] must be true. 

 

QUESTION 4

Four boys -- Fred, Juan, Marc, and Paul -- and three girls-- Nita, Rachel, and Trisha -- will be assigned to a 

row of five adjacent lockers, numbered consecutively 1 through 5, arranged along a straight wall. The 

following conditions govern the assignment of lockers to the seven children: 

Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children, and each child must be assigned to exactly 

one locker. 

Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy. 

Juan must share a locker, but Rachel cannot share a locker. 

Nita\\'s locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha\\'s locker. Fred must be assigned to locker 3. 

Which one of the following is a complete and accurate list of the children who must be among those 

assigned to shared lockers? 

A. Fred, Juan 

B. Juan, Paul 

C. Juan, Marc, Paul 

D. Juan, Marc, Trisha 

E. Juan, Nita, Trisha 

Correct Answer: E 

Piece of cake given our initial deductive work. Among those for-sure paired up are Juan (Rule 3), as well as Nita and
Trisha (since we need two girls for the two sharings, and according to Rule 3, it ain\\'t gonna be Rachel). Who is the
other boy for a shared locker? No way to tell. 

 

QUESTION 5

Detective: Because the embezzler must have had specialized knowledge and access to internal financial records, we
can presume that the embezzler worked for XYZ Corporation as either an accountant or an actuary. But an accountant
would probably not make the kind of mistakes in ledger entries that led to the discovery of the embezzlement. Thus it is
likely that the embezzler is one of the actuaries. 

Each of the following weakens the detective\\'s argument EXCEPT: 

A. The actuaries\\' activities while working for XYZ Corporation were more closely scrutinized by supervisors than were
the activities of the accountants. 
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B. There is evidence of breaches in computer security at the time of the embezzlement that could have given persons
outside of XYZ Corporation access to internal financial records. 

C. XYZ Corporation employs eight accountants, whereas it has only two actuaries on its staff. 

D. An independent report released before the crime took place concluded that XYZ Corporation was vulnerable to
embezzlement. 

E. Certain security measures at XYZ Corporation made it more difficult for the actuaries to have access to internal
financial records than for the accountants. 

Correct Answer: D 

Not too swift this detective, if the stem is any clue. Four weakeners means there are lots of ways to attack this
argument, so hopefully you kept your eye out for possible loopholes. This nasty business of embezzlement is an inside
job, states the detective. Because the embezzler must have had special knowledge and access to certain records, the
detective thinks the perpetrator must be either an XYZ accountant or actuary. Then she rules out the accountants on
account of the fact that they\\'re not likely to make the kind of mistake found in the ledger, and the conclusion is
predictable: The embezzler is probably an actuary. Well, there are a lot of possible holes here, and hopefully one or two
"But what if...?" scenarios flitted through your mind. Any number of things can foil this argument, and maybe you came
up with some on your own. You\\'re not likely to prephrase all four weakeners, but you should at least have a general
idea of what you\\'re looking for before hitting the choices -- something that makes it more likely that the embezzler is
not really an XYZ actuary. 
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